
Examining The Gifts

Examining gifts which are often used in group prayer
against the work of the enemy.

(From I Corinthian s 1227 -l1l

Messageof wMom
"The grft of the word of wbilom is the special ability
God gioes to members of the boily of Christ to receioe
instant ircight on how a gioen situation or need is to
be resokted or helpeil or hmleil."

A word of wisdommaycome to usasanimpressiory an
uninvited thought, a flash of insight after prayer, a
word or sentence spoken inaudibly into our minds, a
dream, or a vision.

Message of knowledge
"This is the supernatural rcoelation of facts about a
person or situation, which is not learned through the
efforf of the natural mind but is a fragmint of
knowledge freely gioen by Goil, ilisclosing the truth
which the Spirit wishes to be made known concerning
the person or situation."

A word of lmowledge may come to us as an impression,
an uninvited thought, a flash of insight after prayer,
a sympathetic pain, a word or sentence spoken
inaudibly into our minds, a word imposed on a scene
we are observing, a dream, or a vision.

Faith
"This gift b a supertutural surge of confiilence from
Goil whereby a person in neeil knows supernaturally
that God is about to act through a anrd or'action. " -

When this gift is given, we may surprise ourselves by
the force of our conviction that God is about to db
something. Our own pronouncrments, coming from this
surge of faith, may even sound strange in our own e.rs
because they are so extravagant.

Gifts of healing
"These gifts are channelled through human agents for
the supernatural healing of iliseases and infirmities
to the glory of God."

The gifts are the healings themselves which God
gives us to impart to others in prayer. We are only
the 'postmen" who deliver these gifts to those in
need. Often God will select whom He wants to heal
through a word of knowledge in which the specific
condition is supernaturally revealed. Such heafing
rnay be spirifual, emotional, physical, or relational.

Miraculous powers
"The gift of miraculous powerc operutes through
indioidual persons by the supernatural interoention
of the Holy Spiit in the natural oriler."

-Often God will precede the release of miraculous
powers with a word of knowledge or a gift of faith.

Prophecy
"The gift of prophecy is the special ability that God
gioes to monbers of the body of Chist to receioe and
communicate an immeiliate message of God to His
gathered people, a group among them, or any one of
His people indioidually, through a dioinely
anointeil utteraflce."

Prophecies may come to us as strong impressions,
statements inaudibly spoken into our minds, visions,
dreams, or angelic announcements. When we share
them with others, we are pufting God's thoughts into
our own words. Therefore, our prophecies are not the
Word of God (i.e., Scripture), and we must take care
that we don't misinterpret or misapply the
revelation we receive.

Distinguishing betwem spirits
"This is a supernatural gift of percqtion gioen
sooereignly by God to enable indioiduals in the
church to distinguish the motioating spirit behinil
certain woills or ileeds'.

Supernatural discernment may come as strong
impressions, words, or sentences inaudibly spoken into
our minds, the ability to see shadows on a person's
body or another face imposed over an individual's
face.

Tangues
"This is the spontaneous inspird utterance by the
Holy Spirit, whercin the normal ooice organs are
useil but the conscious minil plays no part. The
languages spolcen or sung are entirely unlearned by
the speaker."

oftongues
"This gift is a superrutural rarclation through the
Holy Spirit which enables the Christian beliner to
communicate in the language of the listeners the
dynamic equioalent of that which was spoken in


